Morphology and Function of SEI during Battery Operation
The solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) on negative electrodes in lithium batteries is one of the main
contributors to lithium-ion loss, capacity fade, and limited battery lifetime [1]. Our theory-based
continuum models and their experimental validation give insights into the relevant transport and reaction
mechanisms for electrons and lithium ions in the SEI.
Standard SEI models focus on capacity fade as a function of time. We developed a series of models to
discuss additional dependencies, i.e., SEI morphology [2], potential dependence of SEI growth [3],
dependence of SEI growth on cycling conditions [4], and lithium-ion concentration polarization inside
SEI [5]. We gain novel insights into transport mechanisms by comparing with dedicated experiments,
e.g., battery storage at various state-of-charge [6], differential capacity analysis during cycling [7], and
impedance spectroscopy on model electrodes [8].
We highlight the importance of morphology for the function of SEI. It is often reported that SEI is more
porous close to the electrolyte than close to the electrode. Our model can predict this dynamic transition
in morphology by relating the intrinsic rates of SEI formation reaction and electron transport through the
SEI.
On graphite electrodes, Jossen et al. measured the state-of-charge dependence of capacity fade [6]. We
show how this reduces the set of potential transport mechanisms responsible for SEI growth [3]. We
present the first indirect evidence that neutral radicals carry a negative charge and diffuse through the
SEI. Bazant et al. have recently measured and simulated the differential capacity loss during cycling
[4,7]. They observe that SEI grows during intercalation dominates. We extend our calendar-life model to
describe the observed asymmetry in SEI growth during battery operation. We analyze with 3D microstructure resolved simulations how the potential dependence of SEI growth results in SEI inhomogeneity
throughout the negative electrode.
In this talk, we discuss a physics-based model for impedance spectroscopy of lithium batteries with SEI
as porous surface film [5]. Validating our model with experiments of lithium metal electrodes [8], we
find large transference numbers for lithium ions. This analysis reveals that lithium-ion transport through
the SEI has solid electrolyte character.
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